Work package 5: communication and outreach

WP Leader: Myriam Grar
(left in November 2019, no WP leader today!)
Work package 5 deliverables

- **D5.1** Information tools for industrial companies (submitted in M24)
- **D5.3** New website and newsletter for academic users (submitted in M24)
- **D5.5** Press kit (delayed in June 2019) ??
- **D5.2** Annual international conference for GANIL users (M54)
  - Draft report received
- **D5.4** Online and printed tools for dissemination of information to the general public (M54)
  - Draft report received
Status of task 1 – funders and members

- Communication tools to support the search for new funders and sponsors
- In progress: design of the template ongoing (Word document) -> WP2
- Promotion of local, national and international scientific and technical joint projects
- Transversal action: highlighting of partnerships in documents and news published on websites
- Summary activity report sent to members and funding partners
- To be sent in 2019 for the past three years
Status of task 2 - users

Annual international conferences for the community

IPAC 2020, May 2020 (Caen, France)

GANIL community meeting in September 2020 (Caen, France)
Status of task 2 - users

D5.3

New website and newsletter for academic users (submitted in M24)

- Newsletter for users
  - Last newsletter sent in December
  - Ongoing: new edition before summer

- Upgrade of the GANIL-SP2 users web site
  - New website – **Update of the content?**
Status of task 2 - users

Information tools for industrial companies (submitted in M24)

D5.1

Dedicated tools for industrial companies (WP4)  
Done
Status of task 3 – general public

New printed and online tools for general public and pupils

Brochure for children: distributed in March during GANIL open Days
Status of task 3 – general public

- New printed and online tools for general public and pupils
- Virtual visit of GANIL
- Digital interactive screens in GANIL (general public and scientific contents): screens purchased, technical specifications and ergonomics in progress
- Update of the current online virtual visit with a private company
Status of task 4 - medias

Press area on GANIL website with press releases and contacts

???
Thank you for your attention